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The Reading Agency’s booklist for Children and Young People - 

Back to School 

 
For many children and young people, September marks the start of the new school year, a time that 

can be both exciting and daunting. We have created a booklist for all children, from nursey school 

age through to secondary students, related to school. There are novels about subjects they will 

enjoy this academic year as well as books about friendship, fitting in and being brave. Tell us what 

you thought of any of the books on the list by tagging us on social media using #booklist and tagging 

@readingagency! 

Picture books and younger readers 

Big Words for Little People: Our World, Helen Mortimer and Cristina Trapanese, Oxford University 

Press, ISBN: 978-0192779144 

This little book on Our World is part of an important series which focuses on the words we use to 

talk about big topics with young children in a way that feels good. Words such as save, danger, 

wonder and fairness, are explored in this book in a way that is meaningful for little people in their 

everyday lives. It creates a special moment for grown-ups and young children to talk about recycling, 

peace and freedom and about being curious and to discover new words to help them to talk with 

confidence. The engaging art style, fun characters who appear in familiar settings in all the books, 

and hardback picture book feel make this series accessible and perfect to share. Each one includes 

reassuring tips for grown-ups on how to enjoy these books, encourage conversation and build 

language confidence.  
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How to Read a Book by Kwame Alexander and Melissa Sweet, HarperCollins Publishers, ISBN: 978-

0062307811 

Find a tree-a 

black tupelo or 

dawn redwood will do-and 

plant yourself. 

(It's okay if you prefer a stoop, like Langston Hughes.) 

With these words, an adventure begins. Kwame Alexander's evocative poetry and Melissa Sweet's 

lush artwork come together to take readers on a sensory journey between the pages of a book. 

 

I Am Every Good Thing by Derrick Barnes and Gordon C James, Farshore, 978-0755502707 

Selected by Oprah Magazine as one of its 'essential books for discussing racism with kids'. 

I am a non-stop ball of energy. 

Powerful and full of light. 

I am a go-getter. A difference-maker. A leader. 

Step inside the mind of the confident narrator of this book! He is proud of everything that makes 

him who he is. He's got big plans and will see them through. He's creative, adventurous, smart, 

funny. A good friend. A superhero. Sometimes he falls, but he always gets back up. And other times 

he's afraid, because he's often misunderstood. So, slow down, look and listen as he shows you who 

he really is... 

 

I'm Starting Nursery: Helping Children Start Nursery - Campbell Big Steps by Marion Cocklico, Pan 

Macmillan, ISBN: 978-1509836345 

Watch Ben and his friends play with trucks, paint pictures, dress up and listen to a story in this fun-

filled novelty book with flaps and mechanisms. Each page has really helpful tips for parents and 

carers that are endorsed by The Good Play Guide and leading Early Years Consultant, Dr Amanda 

Gummer. With delightful illustrations from Marion Cocklico, I'm Starting Nursery is the perfect book 

to share and to reassure every little person starting nursery. 

 

Maisy Goes to Nursery by Lucy Cousins, Walker Books Ltd, ISBN: 978-1406325591 

Maisy joins her friends for a busy day at nursery in the seventh title of the popular First Experience 

series. Maisy has lots of fun at nursery in this delightful pre-school story by the multi-award-winning 

Lucy Cousins. She and her friends sing at Music Time, nap at Quiet Time, listen at Book Time and 

then go into the garden for Play Time. 
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Yes, You Can, Cow! By Rashmi Sirdeshpande and Rikin Parekh, Faber & Faber, ISBN: 978-

0571359660 

Yes, you can, Cow! We believe in you! Ready... steady... go... 

It's the Nursery Rhyme's big performance, but Cow is having second thoughts. She's too scared to 

jump! What if she crashes? Will everyone laugh? The curtain's almost up and the audience are 

waiting. Can Cow overcome her fear of failure and become the star of the show? 

A gorgeous, heart-warming story about believing in yourself and doing your best based on the ever-

popular nursery rhyme 'Hey Diddle Diddle'. 

 

Middle grade 

Judy Moody: In a Monday Mood by Megan McDonald and Peter H. Reynolds, Walker Books, 978-

1529502893 

Judy Moody is Monday-morning mopey. Another week in her same-old seat at her same-old desk in 

her same-old school. Even worse, there aren't any days off from school for ages. But when she steps 

into Class 3T, Judy's Monday frown turns upside down. Pop! Pop! Pop-pop-pop! Mr Todd is making 

Monday special by celebrating Bubble Wrap Appreciation Day (no lie)! This gives Judy an idea that 

just-might-maybe turn her week around: why not make every day of the week a holiday? But after 

she and her friends come up with a week's worth of wacky celebrations, from feeding ninja squirrels 

to honouring National Sneak Some Zucchini Onto Your Neighbour’s Porch Day, will the weekend be 

one big let-down? 

 

Jummy at the River School by Sabine Adeyinka, Chicken House Ltd, ISBN: 978-1913696047 

Jummy has won a place at the River School, the finest girls' boarding school in Nigeria. Nothing can 

dampen her spirits, not even when she learns that her best friend Caro won't be joining her. By the 

Shine-Shine River, school is everything Jummy dreamt of, with friendly new girls, midnight feasts and 

sporting prizes - but when Caro suddenly arrives at the school to work, not to learn, Jummy must 

bring all her friends together to help. 

 

Kay's Anatomy: A Complete (and Completely Disgusting) Guide to the Human Body by Adam Kay 

and Henry Paker, Puffin, 978-0241452929 

Shortlisted for the British Book Awards Children's Illustrated & Non-Fiction Book of the Year 2021. 

The human body is extraordinary and fascinating and, well ... pretty weird. Yours is weird, mine is 

weird, your maths teacher’s is even weirder. 

This book is going to tell you what’s actually going on in there, and answer the really important 

questions, like: 
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Are bogies safe to eat? Look, if your nose is going to all that effort of creating a snack, the least we 

can do is check out its nutritional value. (Yes, they’re safe. Chew away!) 

and ... 

How much of your life will you spend on the toilet? About a year – so take a good book. (I 

recommend this one.) 

So, sit back, relax, put on some rubber gloves and let a doctor take you on a poo- and puke-filled 

tour of your insides. Welcome to Kay’s Anatomy*. 

*A fancy word for your body. See, you’re learning already. 

 

Max the Champion by Sean Stockdale, Alex Strick and Ros Asquith, Frances Lincoln Children's 

Books, 978-1847805195 

Max is mad about sport. As he gets up, has breakfast and heads off to school, he is dreaming of 

competing in world class sporting events. In his real day, he and his class win the school football 

match, and, in his imagination, he and his friends are winning the World Cup. This is a lively and fun 

approach to sport, and a very inclusive picture book showing disabled children and children without 

disabilities enjoying different sports together in a natural way. The sports include football, rugby, 

athletics, cricket, diving, discus throwing and cycling. 

 

The Dastardly Duo by Burhana Islam and Farah Khandaker, Knights Of Media, ISBN: 978-

1913311285 

Yusuf has messed up big time... AGAIN. He needs to defend his family's honour. What better way to 

do that than by running for class president? Expect more chaotic mishaps, more mayhem, and even 

more laughter! The second book in the My Laugh-Out-Loud Life series. 

 

The Encyclopedia of STEM Words by Jenny Jacoby and Vicky Barker, b small publishing, ISBN: 978-

1913918286 

Do you know your Algorithms from your Brownian motion? How about your Coprolites? (That means 

dinosaur poo!) Discover these words and more in this illustrated STEM encyclopedia. Organised in 

alphabetical order and each term beautifully illustrated with humour and charm, these 100 essential 

concepts will fascinate scientifically minded young readers, from those ABCs all the way down to X-

rays, the terrifying Yangchuanosaurus and even the true definition of Zero! There is a contents list at 

the front and a full index at the back, plenty of extra words and definitions ... plus mind-boggling 

facts too. This is the book for STEM fans! 
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Young adult 

A Change Is Gonna Come by various authors, Little Tiger Press Group, ISBN: 978-1847158390 

Featuring top Young Adult authors and introducing a host of exciting new voices, this anthology of 

stories and poetry from BAME writers on the theme of change is a long-overdue addition to the YA 

scene. 

Contributors include Tanya Byrne, Inua Ellams, Catherine Johnson, Patrice Lawrence, Ayisha Malik, 

Irfan Master, Musa Okwonga and Nikesh Shukla. Plus introducing four fresh new voices in YA fiction: 

Mary Bello, Aisha Bushby, Yasmin Rahman and Phoebe Roy. 

 

Big Bones by Laura Dockrill, Hot Key Books, ISBN: 978-1471406928 

Shortlisted for the YA Book Prize 2019. 

The heart-warming new novel from the sparkling Laura Dockrill, introducing Bluebelle, and her 

moving, hilarious take on food, body image and how we look after ourselves and others. 

It's a food diary. I have to tell the truth. That's the point. 

Bluebelle, aka BB, aka Big Bones - is a sixteen-year-old girl encouraged to tackle her weight even 

though she's perfectly happy, thank you, and getting on with her life and in love with food. Then a 

tragedy in the family forces BB to find a new relationship with her body and herself... 

Tuck in for best mates, belly laughs, boys and the best Bakewell tart. 

 

Black and British: A short, essential history by David Olusoga, Pan Macmillan, ISBN: 978-

1529063394 

Winner of the British Book Awards Children's Illustrated & Non-Fiction Book of the Year 2021. 

Shortlisted for the Waterstones Book of the Year 2020. 

A short, essential introduction to Black British history for readers of 12+ by award-winning historian 

and broadcaster David Olusoga. 

When did Africans first come to Britain? 

Who are the well-dressed black children in Georgian paintings? 

Why did the American Civil War disrupt the Industrial Revolution? 

These and many other questions are answered in this essential introduction to 1800 years of the 

Black British history: from the Roman Africans who guarded Hadrian's Wall right up to the present 

day. 

This children's version of the bestseller Black and British: A Forgotten History is Illustrated with 

maps, photos and portraits. 
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Heartstopper by Alice Oseman, Hachette Children's Group, ISBN: 978-1444951387 

Shortlisted for the British Book Awards Children's Illustrated & Non-Fiction Book of the Year 2020 

and longlisted for the Polari Book Prize 2020. 

Boy meets boy. Boys become friends. Boys fall in love. An LGBTQ+ graphic novel about life, love, and 

everything that happens in between - perfect for fans of The Art of Being Normal and Love, Simon. 

Charlie and Nick are at the same school, but they've never met... until one day when they're made to 

sit together. They quickly become friends, and soon Charlie is falling hard for Nick, even though he 

doesn't think he has a chance. 

But love works in surprising ways, and Nick is more interested in Charlie than either of them realised. 

Heartstopper is about love, friendship, loyalty and mental illness. It encompasses all the small stories 

of Nick and Charlie's lives that together make up something larger, which speaks to all of us. 

 

My Intense Emotions Handbook by Bridie Gallagher, Sue Knowles and Hannah Bromley, illustrated 

by Emmeline Pidgen, Jessica Kingsley Publishers, ISBN: 978-1787753822  

This is a guide to the emotional and interpersonal issues you may encounter as a young adult, 

packed with advice and real-life stories of hope and resilience from people in similar situations. This 

book will help you to gain an understanding of the influence of your early emotional experiences, 

and share tried-and-tested strategies, drawing on a range of psychological approaches and evidence-

based strategies. 

This book also looks at how emotions can affect our relationships, with a focus on building empathy 

for others, getting what you want out of friendships and relationships and dealing with the hard 

parts like boundaries and saying no, making amends when needed, and recognising and breaking 

problematic relationship patterns. 

With personal stories and resources throughout, this is a guide to refer to as little or often as you 

like, helping you to understand your emotions and find the strategies that work best for you. 

 

You Can Do It: How to Find Your Voice and Make a Difference by Marcus Rashford and Carl Anka, 

Pan Macmillan, ISBN: 978-1529097054 

One person isn't going to change the world, but your voice can make a huge difference. 

Marcus uses the power of his voice to shine a light on the injustices that he cares passionately about, 

and now he wants to help YOU find the power in yours! From surrounding yourself with the right 

team, to showing kindness to those around you, to celebrating and championing difference, You Can 

Do It shows you that your voice really does matter and that you can do anything you put your mind 

to. You don't have to be an International footballer to make a difference - even the smallest changes 

can have the biggest impact. 

 


